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Case study 7
Outsourcing contracts maintain  
the health and safety status quo



EngCo operates across more than 100 sites in the UK. 
These range in size from small offices and depots to large 
engineering and manufacturing hubs with 24/7 operations. 
EngCo’s Real Estate Division outsourced the management 
and servicing (including M&E, catering, cleaning and 
security) of all of these physical assets to FMCo in  
2016 on a three-year contract with the option of two  
one-year extensions.

Four EngCo location managers across the UK engage 
directly with FMCo site managers through formal and 
informal meetings to oversee this contract.

This case highlights how outsourcing contracts rather 
than delivering the anticipated best practice benefits 
arising from greater expertise can potentially restrict 
the generation and introduction of new ideas and 
improvements, including for health and safety. 

“Relationships are key [to good FM].” The limited  
contract period may hinder or even prevent good, 
productive long-term management relationships forming 
between both organisations and the benefits they bring.

“I expected for there to be a huge level of expertise and 
its taking too long to get to that. It’s usually the [EngCo] 
staff that are turning round saying well what about  
this, and what about this. Let’s try this. Let’s do that,  
whereas I would expect the [FMCo staff] to do that.” 

And so the value-added from the contract is 
perhaps questionable.

“We go to these guys [FMCo] because they are the 
experts on this and should be helping us. I don’t  
think we get enough leverage off them sometimes”. 

Local staff are often transferred across from one 
organisation to another as outsourcing contracts change. 
This ensures continuity of understanding of the site 
operations and site safety requirements at a time of 
considerable change. It also ensures that training costs  
for new staff are minimised.

“There’s … a hidden strength there because …  
people are transferring over that know the processes. 
It’s not as if … we need to get into a whole training 
mode of H&S.”

However, it tends to maintain the status quo rather 
than contribute towards an attitude of continuous 
improvement. The numbers of new ideas introduced 
can be few. 

“One of the things they’re very poor at is bringing 
best practice to the table.”

Managing health and safety activities across a portfolio  
of diverse sites is neither simple nor straightforward.  
FMCo appeared to have “underestimated the size and 
complexity of our entire portfolio. I don’t think they fully 
grasped the complexity with which some of those sites 
operate”. This made managing activities, including health 
and safety aspects a much greater challenge than they 
were expecting or had planned for. 

EngCo consequently allowed FMCo a ‘KPI holiday’ to 
‘get up to speed’, for example with action tracking  
and closing off actions.

 “We’ve had a bit of a rocky road with KPIs.  
We’ve all been aware of that and we gave them 
a KPI holiday, which is a breach without a fine”.

Contracts commonly stipulate KPIs. These may direct  
and constrain contractor’s actions and drive behaviours. 
In this case failure to meet EngCo’s KPIs results in a 
financial penalty for FMCo, making their achievement 
a priority above all else, including the development and 
introduction of new, safer practices.
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A single nationwide contract with national level KPIs may 
fail to accommodate variation in regional circumstances. 
For example, high levels of turnover of FMCo staff in some 
regions repeatedly disrupted the relationship between 
EngCo and FMCo and progress in improving performance 
(including health and safety) against KPIs was slowed. 

“So it’s a huge learning curve when anybody new comes 
in. So if you’re constantly turning over the [staff] you’re 
constantly in that circle of learning each time one comes 
on board.”

FMCo’s contract with EngCo covers the management and 
delivery of both hard and soft services. EngCo’s Real Estate 
Division, however, outsources other on-site activities such 
as construction projects to different companies. 

This creates confusion over roles and responsibilities  
which is compounded when another division of  
EngCo operating on site employs their own contractors  
to perform related tasks. 

In this instance neither FMCo nor sometimes EngCo’s  
Real Estate Division are aware of these contractors and 
their activities. Effective and safe coordination and  
control of tasks by on-site contractors is jeopardised.

“We [FMCo] need to be included in pre-start  
meetings and everything else so that there can be  
an understanding from all parties as to what the 
responsibilities are, where the lines are drawn as to 
whose responsibility is what rather than just on the  
first day of working a contractor turns up and says,  
oh, by the way, I’ve come to do X,Y and Z and FMCo 
staff on-site don’t know anything about it.”

Monitoring of safety performance of sub-contractors 
by EngCo is perceived by FMCo as ‘meddling’ in the 
management of sub-contractors. 

“They’ve employed us to do a job, so they should  
let us get on with it.”

This blurring of the management lines is detrimental for all 
parties, with potential unintended adverse consequences 
for health and safety.

Key learning points
-  Specifying KPIs and penalties for failing to meet them 

can inhibit the introduction of new practices and limit 
potential health and safety performance improvement.

-  Time bound outsourcing arrangements with large 
numbers of transferred staff limits change and 
improvements in health and safety performance.

-  Transferring staff between organisations when     
contracts change preserves site and task knowledge, 
reduces training costs, and may prevent a health       
and safety performance dip.

-  Work as required (on the ground) may differ from 
work as described (in the contract) slowing the initial 
performance of the contractor, especially across    
multiple sites with varied and complex operations.

-  Variation in performance delivery against a national 
contract may be due to local circumstances beyond    
the contractor’s control.

-   Roles and responsibilities for securing safe operations 
can become confused when multiple contracting 
relationships are present on a single site and these      
are not coordinated.
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